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RareBooksClub. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 40
pages. Dimensions: 9.7in. x 7.4in. x 0.1in.This historic book may have numerous typos and missing
text. Purchasers can usually download a free scanned copy of the original book (without typos)
from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1918 edition. Excerpt: . . . lint (charpie). They mix it
in boiling with this corn. That has no taste and one must be a savage to eat it. While the corn is
green is the time when they hold the most feasts and they prepare it in different ways. First they
roast it in the fire and eat it so; many French eat it thus. When it is very tender they pound it and
make porridge of it, but the most esteemed among them is the cold meal. It is corn, considerably
mature, which they boil, then roast to dry it, and then they pound it; and this flour has the same
effect in cold water as wheat flour put into hot water over the fire and has a taste sufficiently
agreeable; the French eat it with milk. They also have a species of corn which is smaller than...
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Excellent eBook and useful one. It can be rally fascinating throgh looking at period. You can expect to like just how the blogger create this publication.
-- Myr l Schm itt-- Myr l Schm itt

It in one of my personal favorite book. Sure, it is engage in, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. I am quickly could possibly get a enjoyment
of looking at a published book.
-- Welling ton Rosenba um-- Welling ton Rosenba um
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